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CELL COUNTS
By J. W. STEWART, M.B., B.S., and P. J. CROSLAND-TAYLOR, M.B., B.Chir.

.4ssistant Pathologists, Bland-Sutton Institiute of Pathology, Middlesex Hospital

The invention of the microscope was followed
by the discovery of the blood cells. It could be
seen that in the case of blood these cells were
very numerous and efforts were made to estimate
their numbers. In I838 Wagner was able to
measure the proportion of erythrocytes to leuco-
cytes, but it was not until i8;2 that Vierodt was
able to count the absolute number of erythrocytes.
His method was to make a known dilution of the
blood in a mixing glass and pipette a known
volume of this dilution on to a slide, in a series of
uniform lines. The slide was dried and all the
cells on it enumerated. The method was very
time consuming-three' to four hours being re-
quired for a single count. Using this method, he
found that the normal erythrocyte count was
approximatel, 5 million per c.mm.
As leucocytes are outnumbered-approxi-

mately I,OOO times by the erythrocytes it' was not
possible to count sufficient numbers by Vierodt's
method. In I854 Welcher overcame this diffi-
culty by using distilled water as the diluent.
This haemolyzed the erythrocytes-leaving only
the leucocytes to be counted.

In I855 Cramer simplified the whole pro-
cedure by inventing a counting chamber. This
was a fixed non-separable chamber of known
depth> and by means of a net ruling in the micro-
scope eyepice he was able to calculate the number
of erythrocytes when the magnification of the field
under the microscope was known.

In I875 Hayem and Nachet modified Cramer's
chamber by making it separable. This they did
by putting on a loose coverslip to form one side.

In i877 a type of counting chamber resembling
those which we know to-day was made by Messrs.
Hawkesly and described by Dr. Gowers in
London.' The main advance was that the net
rulings were now on the bottom of the chamber
instead of the ocular of the microscope. This
made it independent of the magnification of the
microscope with which it was used.

Since I877 modifications to counting chambers
have been made by Thoma, Biirker (I9II) and
Neubauer as regards ruling and depth, and more

FIG. i -Gower's Chamber showing closed type of
cell. By courtesy of Messrs. Hawkesly Ltd.

recently a bright line chamber has been intro-
duced which has a thin coating of metal on the
base of the chamber 'making the ruling more
readily visible.
Although counting insufficient numbers of cells

is a source of error, the counting chamber itself
can be the cause of error. S. Alferow (I884)
pointed this out when he measured two chambers
made by Zeiss. One whose depth should have
been O.I mm. he found on one side to be O.I09
mm., on the other o.o88 mm. In the other
chamber whose depth should have been 0.2 mm.
was found on one side to be 0.24 mm., on the
other O.I96 mm. Some error is unavoidable, but
in 1937 a British Standard specification for haemo-
cytometers was made and in I953 this was
amended so that those chambers complying to
B.S. 748 could not produce an error greater than
±4 per cent. and were likely to be less. These
specifications could be applied to chambers with
rulings of Neubauer, improved Neubauer, Biirker
and Fuchs Rosenthal types.
A great deal of valuable work has been per-

formed using these chambers, but they suffer
from the following disadvantages:

(i) The method is expensive in time and staff.
(2) Unless at least 2,000 cells are counted the

accuracy of the method is low.
The error in laboratory counts have been

examined by Student (1907), Plum (1936), Berk-
son et al. (1940) and Biggs et al. (1948).
The main sources of error can be divided into

three:
(I) The counting error which was proportional
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FIG. 2.-Alferow's Chamber, I884, showing open type of cell. By courtesy

of the Royal Society of Medicine

to the square root of the number of cells
counted.

(2) The chamber error due to variations in
calibration from one chamber to another.

(3) The pipette and dilution error.
Each of these they found in a count of 400 cells

to be 4.6 per cent., making a total coefficient of
variation of + 8 per cent.
The standard method of cell counting to-day

remains in all essentials the same as it was when
Gowers introduced his counting chamber over
8o years ago, despite the fact that many attempts
have been made to devise more accurate and less
tedious methods. The more important of these
will now be discussed.

Turbidometry
Turbidometry was the first alternative method

to receive attention and was first used to estimate
the percentage of blood cells by Oliver in I896.
The method was based on the observation of a

candle flame through a tube of water. To this
tube was added blood fixed in Hayem's solution,
until the density of the solution extinguished the
image of the flame. The tube was graduated,
using normal blood so that the percentage of cells
in anaemia could be estimated.

Ponder (I935), in an experimental approach,
found the opacity of cell suspensions depended
on factors other than cell numbers, e.g. the area
of the cells, their shape and refractive index differ-
ences between cells and suspension medium. He
concluded that turbidometric measurements were
inferior to more direct methods of erythrocyte
counting. The subject has also been reviewed by
Whitlock (I947)-
An apparatus depending in part on turbido-

metric principles and originally claiming to be of

value in leucocyte as well as erythrocyte counts
was reviewed by Bracket et al. (1953). They
found the instrument graduated to give the correct
cell count in blood of normal cell diameter but
was dependent on cell diameter outside the limits
of 7.2-8.8pv, thus it gave values 32 per cent. high
in a case of macrocytic anaemia and 22 per cent.
low in a case of microcytic anaemia. The machine
was found to be unsuitable for leucocyte counts.

In conclusion, opacity measurements are only
proportional to the erythrocyte count in those
specimens in which the erythrocytes are similar
in size and density, and as this is often in question
the method has never really been a practical
proposition.

Conductivity Measurements
The findings by Stewart in I897 that erythro-

cytes were almost perfect non-conductors of
electric current compared with plasma or other
solutions of electrolytes, led to attempts to equate
conductivity measurements with erythrocyte con-
centration (Stewart, I899; Wilson, I905). The
subject has been reviewed briefly by Hirsch et al.
(1950), who, while agreeing with other workers
that there was a close correlation between con-
ductivity measurements and packed red cell
volume, showed further a correlation between
conductivity and red cell count. Further research
(Cook, 1952) has shown conclusively that while
conductivity measurements accurately determine
red cell mass (or hematocrit), they do not measure
the number of cells which make up this mass.

Electronic Cell Counters
Although the improvement of pipettes and

counting chambers of to-day allow greater
accuracy in cell counts than those of Berkson
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et al. in I940, the problems of counting sufficient
number of cells 'remain. The size of the prob-
lem is seen when it is realized that io,ooo cells
should be counted to reduce this error to
i per cent.
The first approach to the problem was by

Moldavan in I934. He suggested counting ery-
throcytes by passing a small volume of-cell sus-
pension through a' capillary under a microscope
and installing a photo-cell to operate a counting
device. No working model was described and it
is unlikely with the photo-cells at his disposal that
a working apparatus could have been produced.
After the development of the photo-multiplier in
I940, fresh thoughts were given to the subject.
The first electronic machines counted the cells
which were placed in an unruled counting
chamber. One of the following two methods
were employed to scan the counting chamber.

Either the chamber was scanned electronically
as in the flying spot microscope (Roberts and
Young, 1952), or it was scanned by a mechanical
stage moving it to and fro beneath the objective.
The first method is very costly and has not to
our knowledge been used in routine laboratories,
most of the machines described employ the
second method.
The theory of scanning has been given by

Lagercrantz (I952) and Macfarlane et al. (1959),
and successful machines using these principles
have been described by Cooke Yarborough et al.
(I954) and Macfarlane et al. (1959).
At the present time there are four electronic

cell-counting machines which are commercially
available. The machines are capable of counting
leucocytes and erythrocytes. They all include the
leucocyte count in the erythrocyte count, but
under normal conditions the leucocyte count is so
small that it is ignored. If the leucocyte count
is very high, it must be deducted from the eryth-
rocyte count to give the true reading.

Electronic Counters of the Scanning Type
Jarrel Ash Arithmometer

This instrument, measuring 24 in. x I6i in.' x
I3j in., is beautifully made and delightfully
simple in operation. We have had the oppor-
tunity of testing the machine for a short period.
The two counts necessary in chamber scanning
machines are done successively and the true value
for the cell count is displayed by a pointer on a
large clearly visible dial. The dial incorporates
correction for coincidence losses so that no
further calculations are required. One criticism
of the apparatus was the difficulty in cleaning
and filling the large chamber area so that it was
free from bubbles. Later we found small scratches

on the base of the chamber giving rise to spurious
counts. The 'coefficient of variation on a single
chamber filled repeatedly from a stock suspension
of normal erythrocytes between 6 and 7 per
cent., although the variation on recounting a
filled chamber was only 3 per cent. For leucocyte
counts the coefficient of variation is somewhat
higher, being i2 per -cent. The counting time is
approximately 50 seconds.

In conclusion, this machine is exceptionally
easy to operate once the technique of filling the
counting chamber is acquired. It is completely
automatic. The filled counting chamber is placed
on the stage and the machine started. There is
no focusing or other adjustment to make. In
accuracy it has little advantage over the visual
method of counting but is much quicker and less
tiring, so that a larger number of counts can be
performed in a given time.

The Cassella Blood Counter
This is a solidly built instrument, measuring

22 in. x 20 in. x 30 in. It uses a standard micro-
scope and the image must be focused on a screen.
The counting chamber is of standard design, but
unruled and comparatively easy to fill. The two
counts necessary in any scanning machine are
done automatically and subtracted one from the
other by the machine itself, the true count being
calculated from the machine count by means of
a normogram. In experience with an early model
we found the coefficient of variation, using several
chambers filled from a stock suspension of normal
blood, was approximately 5 per cent.
As in the arithmometer there was difficulty in

adequately cleaning the chamber before use,
and dirt in the unfilled chamber was likely to be
counted as cells. For leucocyte counts the co-
efficient of variation was ii per cent., which is
explained in part by the smaller number of cells
counted. The counting time was one minute.

In conclusion, we found this machine reliable
and easy to use. Once the technique of cleaning
the chamber is acquired the cell count results are
distinctly better than the results of visual counts
and, of course, much less tiring to the operator.
A great advantage of this machine is that it uses
a technique with which laboratory technicians
are familiar, but this is also its weakness because
unless the image is accurately focused on the
screen the count will be too low. It is possible
to add on extra units to this machine to obtain
automatically data for all size distribution curves.
More recently cell-counting machines have been

developed which dispense with the counting
chamber and there are at present two such types
available.
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The Eel Machine
This counter, manufactured by Evans Electro-

Selenium Ltd., employs the flow principle de-
scribed by Crosland-Taylor (I953) to align the
cells in single file before counting. The machine
and its performance have been described by
Crosland-Taylor et al. (1958). It measures 39 in.
x 20 in. x 14 in. The method of operation is to
place a suitably diluted sample containing the
cells to be counted on the stand in the aperture-
raise the operating handle so that some of the
fluid is drawn into the machine. Lowering the
handle removes the sample, zeros the electronic
counter and starts the micropump which delivers
a known volume of the cell suspension into the
flow chamber. The counting time for each count
is io seconds. The recommended procedure is to
take the mean of four counts of each sample-
which increases the counting time to one minute.
The count is shown directly on the scale. The
coefficient of variation is 2.i per cent. for a single
erythrocyte count, or i per cent. for the mean
of four counts. For leucocyte counts the coeffi-
cient of variation was 4.5 per cent. for single
counts and approximately 2 per cent. when the
average of four counts is taken.

This machine is capable of counting rapidly
and accurately and the operating procedure is
simplicity itself. However, it is quite a compli-
cated machine and the technique of cleaning
and lining up the optical pathway does take
some time to acquire. It requires much more
maintenance than the scanner-type machines, but
in return offers much quicker and very much
more accurate counts. Danningen and Grant
(1958) have reported that they were able to count
platelets and also to measure the size of the cells
counted using this machine.

The Coulter Electronic Cell Counter
This machine is the latest development in this

field and is manufactured by Coulter Electronics;
It was described by Mattern et al. (I957) and
evaluated by Brecher et al. (1956). The Coulter
electronic counter uses no counting chamber and
is based on the principle that blood cells are poor
electrical conductors compared with saline, and
any blood cell present in a small aperture will
lower its conductivity. By drawing j ml. of a
I: 50,000 dilution of blood through an aperture
of Ioop diameter the cells are sufficiently separated
to give individual pulses to an electric current
passing through the aperture. The time for each
count is I5 seconds.
We have not had the opportunity of testing

this machine ourselves, but have been impressed
by its reproducibility at demonstrations. Brecher

et al. (I956) found that the standard error of this
machine was 2 per cent. We have reason to
believe that the machine has improved since this
test three years ago and that the standard error is
now in the region of i per cent. The machine
is easy to use and since it has no optical pathway
there is little to go wrong and maintenance care
should be minimal. We understand that it will
count leucocytes and platelets if they are pre-
pared in suitable suspensions. The only draw-
back that we know of in this machine lies in the
high dilution required-one part of blood in
50,000 of diluent. This makes the samples some-
what bulky. This machine can also be used to
obtain data for cell distribution curves.

Conclusion
Accurate cell counts can only be obtained by

using one of the cell counting machines. They
all count a large number of cells and the best of
them have a coefficient of variation of approxi-
mately i per cent. Whatever principle these
machines employ all authors agree that the
machine counts tie up closely with visual counts
on normal and abnormal blood specimens.

All four commercially available cell counting
machines are completely satisfactory for erythro-
cyte counts. For leucocyte counts there are
special problems associated with the small num-
bers of these cells and also the difficulty in
obtaining really satisfactory diluents. Cell debris
and stray particles are likely to be counted as
leucocytes and unless the greatest care is taken in
seeing that all glassware, pipettes and apparatus
is free from them, falsely high counts may be
obtained.

Platelet counts can only be done under very
carefully controlled conditions at the present
time. Here the main difficulty lies in perfecting
a reliable technique and until this has been done
platelet counts will not be possible as a routine
on the present machines.
No machine at present can perform a differential

count and there is no prospect of any of the
present machines being able to do so in the future.

Summary
The development of cell counting has been

traced and alternative methods described and
discussed. The performance of four commer-
cially available electronic cell machines has been
evaluated-and their advantages and disadvan-
tages discussed. These machines will count
erythrocytes and leucocytes satisfactorily, but not
platelet counts with the techniques and diluents
which are available at the present time.
Bibliography on page 513.
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